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Open House Macau
List of 50 buildings now unveiled

Open House Macau (OHM) is delighted to unveil the list of 50 unique buildings
that will open doors to uncover the untold architecture history(ies) of Macau
on November 10 and 11.
The programme of visits was carefully crafted according to the buildings’ unique
contribution to the city’s culture and fabric, and aiming to offer an eclectic
perspective of Macau’s built landscape. It is organized in five different
architectural periods – Vernacular, Neoclassical, Art Deco, Modernist , and
Contemporary – and encompasses a wide range of examples, from palaces to
power stations, schools to fire stations, temples to markets, piers, houses,
museums, restaurants, libraries, footbridges, patios, and more. Fifty opportunities
to celebrate the architectural richness of Macau!
Three types of visits will be available: free self-guided visits, guided visits by
volunteers, and commented visits by specialists. All free of charge! CURB
advises visitors to carefully plan the weekend ahead, and make sure to grant a
spot at registration-only visits. Online registration for guided tours will start
on November 2 at the event’s website and updated information will also be
available on the event‘s Facebook page.

“Open House is the key to know and transforming a modern public space”
Victoria Thornton, President and founder of Open House Worldwide
Curated and organised by CURB – Center for Architecture and Urbanism, OHM
is the first and only Open House event in Asia and will take place on November
10-11. OHM will allow the public to get a glimpse of 50 notable buildings, free for
all to join.
Established in 1992 in London, by Victoria Thornton, Open House conveys a
simple but powerful concept: to invite everyone to explore and debate the value

of a well-designed built environment, entirely for free.
The event’s enormous success amid visitors has made it grow to become an
international network – Open House Worldwide –, of which CURB is a partner,
one of the most important global institutions for the promotion of architecture,
gathering 40+ cities across 4 continents, and reaching more than 750,000+
visitors each year.
A great thanks to all building owners who generously joined Open House Macau,
opening the doors of their great buildings for all to visit!
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